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Imagine Saving up to 27% On Every TankOf Gas?

A NEW re-designed Device will save up to 27% on EVERY tank of gas, Guaranteed, or your
moneyback!

(PRWEB) July 11, 2004 -- A little known Device SOLD in over 100 Countries WORLDWIDE is saving
MILLIONS of people money EVERYDAY!This Device has been sold for over 10 years outside the United
States and is fast becoming the most popular accessory in the Automotive Business.

This Device works on ALL Hydrocarbon based fuels, such as Gasoline and Diesel, even Propane!

It is Certified by OUR EPALabs and carries THREE General Motors patents! It has proven itself time and
again by Certified Technicians all over the Globe. Entire fleets of Cars, Trucks and Buses are using this Device
everyday with good results.

This Device treats the fuel to BURN more completely, thereby giving MORE POWER, REDUCED
EMISSIONS and better fuel mileage. It cleans your engine as you drive eliminating Oil Dilution and reducing
wear and tear on the cylinder walls!

This Device is INCREDIBLE for ALL it does for you. Millions of satisfied customers are saving money on
ALL their fuel purchases. The more vehicles equiped with these Devices the cleaner the Air we breathe will
become! Long term use will save the consumer thousands of dollars over the life of this Device. Warranteed by
the manufacturer for 7 years replacement. Has NO moving parts and may NEVER wear out! Fits any vehicle,
too, takes just minutes to install and may be transferred to your next vehicle as well!
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Contact Information
Joe Sixpack
JOE SIXPACKENTERPRISES
http://saveongasnow.com
718-948-1542

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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